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Abstract—Mosaicing or large scale panoramic image gener-
ation is a crucial task in medical imaging especially exam-
ining cellular features or microstructures. Earlier we have
proposed an algorithm, Deformable Normalized Cross Cor-
relation (DNCC) [1] to mosaic feature-poor, motion-blurred
frog mesentery video sequences. DNCC algorithm generates a
single mosaic from each sequence establishing broad structure
morphology. Unfortunately, a single mosaic cannot incorporate
all information captured from all the sequences together. In
another word, we aim to generate a global mosaic combining
or fusing all the single mosaics from mesentery sequences.
Global mosaic is desirable for comprehensive observation and
exploration of the target region in microscopic resolution.
Unfortunately, registration of single mosaics to a global mosaic
is challenging due to the perspective distortion, scale change
and visible seam of single mosaics which are introduced
during stitching. Traditional feature based or correlation based
method do not work well in such cases. To handle these
challenges, we propose a new fused descriptor combining
the strengths of both feature based and correlation based
registration method for fusing/stitching the single mosaics into
one global mosaic or panorama.

1. Introduction

Figure 1. Proposed DNCC [1] block diagram for mosaicing mesentery se-
quences. 9-nonoverlapping templates are used from frame, Fi and matched
using NCC in Fi−1 to find the translation between these frame pair. True
matches are selected after RANSAC outlier removal and their mean is
considered as the target translation parameters, (t̄x, t̄y) which is used to
register two frames.

Biomedical image registration has been of interest to im-
age analysis and fusion for long time due to its widespread
applications in both medical and computer vision commu-
nity. Numerous research has been performed using corre-
lation based image stitching in high-resolution microendo-
scope (HRME) [2], multispectral and hyperspectral data
[3], chicken breast [4], etc. For nonrigid brain image
registration or fusion, mutual information along with local
structure tensor information has been proved to work as
well [5]. For mosaicing of colon [6], bone, blood and
lung [7] have been tested with feature based methods such
as Lucas Canady Tracker. Some other feature based methods
have been reported in registraion of mouse brain [8] with
structure propagation, confocal microscopy in the oral cavity
[9] with SIFT, and retinal image stitching with covariance
[10], Y-feature: where 3 vessels converge [11], mSIFT [12],
UR-SIFT [13]. Our earlier work, DNCC which is also based
on correlation based image matching has been proved to
be successful in mosaicing of deformable, motion-blurred
and low-resolution mesentery sequences with moving cells.
Other correlation based image registration and mosaicing
has been reported in both biomedical and aerial imagery [2],
[3], [4], [14], [15], [16], [17]. All these approaches either
work on few individual images or a sequence of images
from a single video targeting a fused image or a mosaic.
In this research, we intend to generate a single mosaic by
stitching frames from multiple video sequences of a frog
mesentery data captured at different times.

1.1. Mesentery Dataset

mesentery is a thin connective tissue that holds the
intestines together, attaches the intestine to the abdominal
wall, and has been reclassified as an organ. Frog mesentery
images were captured on an Olympus Inverted Microscope
(IX70) using a 10x (numerical aperture 0.22) lens. Basically
the image was projected on to a black and white CCD
camera (Dage-MTI 72) projecting a field of view of 0.65mm
x 0.78 mm.

1.2. Problem Definition

There are 3 main mesentery video sequences,
Sequence3, Sequence4 and Sequence5 each covering
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Figure 2. Mini-mosaics MM3, MM4 and MM5 from the DNCC [1]
algorithm for 3 mesentery sequences (first 3 columns). Spatially overlapped
region between last two mini-mosaics, mmc4 and mmc5 are shown in last
two columns.

Figure 3. Proposed block diagram for interactive Global Mosaic generation.
Row, A presents sequence of frames from a video stream where row B
shows the Deformable Normalized Cross Correlation (DNCC) [1] based
mini-mosaic generation step. Each mini-mosaic from DNCC method is
further processed with ASIFT keypoints/features with Normalized Cross
Correlation based matching as shown in row, C. This is the main focus of
this work and need interactive overlap region selection between two mini-
mosaics due to insufficient spatial overlap between mini-mosaic, MM4 and
MM5.

some spatial region of a frog mesentery. From our DNCC
algorithm [1], we get one mosaic from each of the
sequences: MM3, MM4 and MM5 where MM stands for
mini-mosaic. The term mini-mosaic is used as each of
the sequences cover a smaller spatial region from a more
wider field of view of the target mesentery organ. Thus,
an attempt is made to reconstruct the complete view of
mesentery tissue captured by the microscope at different
times. This maximum spatial region when generated by
image/mini-mosaic registration, is defined as global mosaic.

The 3 mesentery sequences have some overlap among
them. For example, MM3 and MM4 have significant overlap
where MM4 and MM5 has small overlap. Thus, in order to
construct a wide spatial view of the mesentery data, a global

mosaic is desired with image fusion/registration. There are
two possible approaches for generating a global mosaic from
mesentery seuqences: frame level and mini-mosaic level.

• Frame level: In this method, individual frames are
processed as input to global mosaic generation al-
gorithm. Feature based methods do not work well
for mesentery sequences [1], thus we cannot use
features in frame level. On the other hand, correla-
tion based method might not work as well because
it is very challenging to find spatial overlap pattern
among inter-sequence frames.

• Mini-mosaic level: This strategy requires working
with mini-mosaics directly-for example-matching
and registration of mini-mosaics. Standard corre-
lation based method is challenging as we do not
know how to find a proper template for matching
due to the lack of systemic overlap among mini-
mosaics. On the other hand, though conventional
feature descriptors such as SURF or ASIFT can
detect candidate features, matching feature points
becomes a challenge among the mini-mosaics due
to the perspective distortion, scale change and seams
present in the mini-mosaics. Thus a new fused de-
scriptor is proposed for generating global mosaic
combining both feature and correlation based ap-
proach. It works in four steps: 1. finding candi-
date features/keypoints in a mini-mosaic using a
feature descriptor, 2. selecting a template around
each feature point for correlation based matching
with second mini-mosaic, 3. for each keypoint and
template, finding a corresponding matched point in
second mini-mosaic using cross correlation, and 4.
applying a homography based image stitching with
the matched feature pairs among two mini-mosaics.

1.3. Deformable Normalized Cross Correlation
(DNCC)

The mini-mosaics which are considered as input to the
proposed global mosaic generation algorithm come from
our earlier work, Deformable Normalized Cross Correlation
(DNCC) [1]. DNCC method produces one mini-mosaic
from each mesentery sequence.

The block diagram of DNCC algorithm is shown in Fig.
1 where two frames are registered by image correlation
using 3 × 3 blocks/templates and 3 × 3 search windows
between any two consecutive frames. For a block, Bx in Fi

and search window, Bx+∆ in frame Fi−1, NCC is defined
as below:

γi(Bx) =

∑
x(Fi−1(Bx) − F̄i−1) · (Fi(Bx+∆) − F̄i)√∑

x(Fi−1(Bx) − F̄i−1)2
∑

x(Fi(Bx+∆) − F̄i)2

(1)
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Figure 4. Example of proposed fused descriptor for matching MM 4 and
MM 5. (a) represents the detected ASIFT features on mmc4 (every 1000th

feature is displayed); each keypoint is highlighted with an asterisk(*).
Around each feature location, a block of size 100 × 200 is selected
for finding correspondences to the next mosaic as shown in (b). The
corresponding search window of size 398×400 in mmc5 are shown in (c).
Finally the matched feature points are presented with an asterisk(*) in (d).
Each set of detected ASIFT points in (a), blocks in (b), seach windows
in (c) and matched points in (d) are presented in same color for visual
clarification.

2. Method & Experimental Results

We formulated a keypoint detection and matching
method followed by robust homography estimation with
RANSAC for the registration/integration of 3 mini-mosaics
into one global mosaic. Mini-mosaic MM3 and MM4 have
significant spatial overlap. Unfortunately, it is obvious that
MM3 and MM5 does not have any overlap between them
(see Fig. 2). Though there is some spatial overlap between
MM4 and MM5, robust feature descriptors such as SURF
[18] and ASIFT [19] completely fail to match the mini-
mosaic pair.

2.1. Interactive Approach

The failure of robust feature descriptors’ ability to match
MM4 and MM5 can be explained by the small spatial
overlap between these two mini-mosaics. Besides, the over-
lapping region do not contain enough distinctive features
due to feature-poor, low resolution, motion-blurred nature
of mesentery frames. Thus we interactively cut-off spatially
overlapped region from the mini-mosaics so that the feature
descriptor can focus only on the area of interest (avoiding
keypoints which lie on non-overlapping region). These two
spatially overlapped regions, mmc4 and mmc5 from mini-
mosaic MM4 and MM5 are shown in the last two columns
in Fig. 2.

2.2. Traditional Feature

Now both SURF and ASIFT descriptor are able to
find matched feature correspondances between the cut-off
region, mmc4 and mmc5. Homography is estimated using
RANSAC with this matched feature pairs as shown in row,
C of Fig. 3 (number of valid matches is really low,
15 for ASIFT though number of detected feature is high,
13157) and the corresponding global mosaic is presented at
Fig. 5 (b). Unfortunately, there is large misregistration and
warping error visible in the global mosaic as highlighted
by the red rectangles. This failure can be explained by the
observation that the matched feature pairs are distributed
non-uniformly at the upper half of mmc4 and mmc5. To
make things worse, all the matched keypoints are found on
image background as opposed to foreground objects such as
vessel structure or intersection region. Though the feature
detector finds keypoints all over the image, it is mainly
the failure of matching process of the descriptor. Similar
observation is found for SURF feature descriptor as well.

2.3. Traditional Feature with Manual Keypoints

To ensure more robust homography, few feature points
on mesentery vessels and intersections are selected manu-
ally: 5 on upper half region and 5 on lower half region. The
homography matrix is recomputed with 12 ASIFT features
and 10 manually selected keypoints. These additional feature
points distributed all over the overlapping region helped the
homography estimation and better image registration. The
global mosaic obtained from this method is presented in
Fig. 5 (c).

2.4. Proposed Fused Descriptor

Though manually selected keypoints improves the global
mosaic quality significantly, this manual process is slow and
error prone. Especially when number of mini-mosaic in-
creases, this strategy might not be effective at all. However,
this success indicates that we need to find a better feature
matching method especially suited for mesentery imagery.
Thus we proposed to use a new descriptor combining ASIFT
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Figure 5. Global mosaics generated using different feature descriptors for computing homography. (a) manually selected points distributed all over mmc4
and mmc5, (b) ASIFT points distributed over upper half of mmc4 and mmc5, (c) ASIFT with manually added points (keypoints from (a) and (b)), (d)
ASIFT points in mmc4 and corresponding matched points in mmc5 from NCC matching, and (e) SURF points in mmc4 and corresponding matched
points in mmc5 from NCC matching. The best result is found from the proposed fused descriptor with ASIFT/SURF points in mmc4 and corresponding
matched points in mmc5 from NCC matching.

and Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC): ASIFT for key-
point detection in mmc4 and NCC for keypoint matching
in mmc5. Thus uniformly distributed 13157 keypoints are
detected on mmc4 and a template of around 100 × 150 is
chosen around each feature point. For each template/block in
mmc4, we find a corresponding search window in mmc5
of size 358 × 200 where the width of search window is
kept same as of the width of mmc5. Around 3332 matches
were found with NCC score in the range of [0-1]. To ensure
robustness, we pick matched pairs (a total of 3087) with a
correlation score of 0.3 or higher. The keypoint detection,
block and search window selection, and matched feature
point identification method is presented in Fig 4. The global
mosaic found with the proposed fused descriptor is shown
in Fig. 5 (d).

We have also tested the fused descriptor with SURF
feature instead of ASIFT and found similar result as pre-
sented in Fig. 5 (e). A global mosaic has been generated
with only manually selected keypoints is also presented in
Fig. 5 (a). The feature statistics for different descriptors are
summarized in Table 1 for matching mmc4 and mmc5.

3. Conclusions

We present an interactive mosaicing approach for gener-
ating a single global mosaic from 3 mini-mosaics produced
from 3 mesentery sequences where traditional methods of
registration of mini-mosaics fail. A new feature descriptor
combining ASIFT/SURF and Normalized Cross Correlation
(NCC) has been implemented combining the strength of
sparse point based and area based registration technique
which is particularly suitable for mesentery mini-mosaics.

In future we plan to implement a deep learning network
for automatically finding the overlap region between mini-
mosaics to replace the interactive part from this approach.
Another limitation of the current pipeline is blending of
mini-mosaics which produces visible illumination based

seam. Thus, a blending technique combining our previously
implemented gradient blending with compensation for illu-
mination difference should be next step.
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